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Abstract 

American dime novels, first published under that term in 1860, built on earlier movements in American 

literary traditions. Critics for over a century have recognised that this popular form emphasised the same 

sense of literary nationalism strongly at play in the nineteenth century when cultural pundits sought to 

define and assert a properly American character for so-called “serious” publications. This essay expands 

that understanding by directly grounding the dime novel within the tenets of the 1830s and 1840s            

Young America movement, as it formed around the New York circle of Evert Duyckinck. Recovering 

that heritage stresses how Americanness was intrinsically associated with youth, innovation, and 

promise.  It recovers as well another movement behind the growth and popularity of the dime novel: the 

juvenile tradition of teenage writers that had flourished in Britain and America at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. This tradition found a new form in popular fiction as young writers moved into             

the new markets of the dime industry. In addition to resituating the dime novel within the debate over 

what made literature American, augmenting literary history through an attention to the role of juvenile 

writing expands understandings of the changing definition of authorship. Wide-awake youth figured a 

new mode of authorship – not so much visionary and romantic as pragmatic, productive, capable. 
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This paper argues that recovering the young writers working in the American dime-novel 

industry of the mid-to-late-nineteenth century transforms literary history and provides a new 

understanding of the conditions of writing at the time. Recognising the role of juvenile writing 

in that era’s mass-produced publications provides a fuller picture of the contemporary 

redefinition of authorship. The mass production of texts had led to a new understanding of 

writing as work – manufactured, automatic, and formulaic instead of inspired, and young 

writers accepted the mechanisation of publication as the very grounds for modern authorial 

identity, the shape of the juvenile tradition of that period. It became central to the contemporary 

possibilities and growth of shared writing by young people. 

Additionally, the dime novel’s rhetoric of youth – the mode through which it indicated 

what youth meant – appropriated the earlier rhetoric of the Young America movement, 

understood in its literary character. The roots of the literary branch of this movement came 

initially from youth. “In the spring of 1836, four young gentlemen in New York, who had 

discovered each other through a common interest in literature, bonded together to form a club 

… they called the Tetractys,” Perry Miller recounts (1956: 71). “Strikingly young,” the historian 

of Young America, William Kerrigan, calls them (1997: 33), the Tetractys Club of teenaged 

literati formed around publisher’s son Evert Duyckinck. A recent graduate of Columbia, of an 

established New York Dutch family, Duyckinck had not yet turned twenty. His three friends 

were as comfortably-placed, as well educated, and even younger.1 Duyckinck also invited                 

a high school friend, Cornelius Mathews, who “had early conceived a passionate belief in native 

 
1 The original members included W. A. Jones (born in 1817, a year after Duyckinck): “Jones had not 

waited until he was, in the words of Lowell's Fable, ‘a lawyer's apprentice, just out of his teens,’ to 

become the ‘Jeffrey of six magazines.’ He had started writing in his teens” (Stafford 1949: 290). 

Duyckinck also let his thirteen-year-old brother George, along with George’s schoolmate, Walter Allen 

Butler (not even yet a teen), sit in. 
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American genius (his own included),” (Miller 1956: 79).2 Out of this club came the first stirring 

of literary Young America. When the dime novel appeared a generation later, in 1860, it evoked 

as validation the ideas put into sharp focus by this earlier efflorescence of youth.                                       

A youth-refracted form itself, the dime novel built on Young America’s literary nationalism.            

It mobilised their prior emphasis on American literature as distinguished by its nascence and 

unlimited potential – its symbolic promise supposedly connecting youth and emergent national 

literature. Though not the first to make this connection (critics point to Emerson’s refraction of 

this heritage around the same time), they spent their youth insisting on it. 

Yet, just as piggybacking on a heritage of nationalistic American literature provided an 

opportunity for young writers in the dime industry, the popular formulas of their fiction also 

expose the ideological constraints that governed that expression. Built sensationally into the 

popular standard plots and conventions of the dime novel were supposedly unquestionable 

assumptions about white male privilege that had fuelled the story of the new republic.                  

Though the dime industry provided the juvenile tradition opportunities for print in the new mass 

market, its formulaic and assembly-line writing offered what Christine Bold (one of the best 

recent critics of the form) calls “models of accommodation, qualified resistance, and 

negotiation” (1991: 287). 

Juvenile Authors 

The story of “cheap sensational fiction” – as recent social historian of the dime novel Shelley 

Streeby calls the mass-produced story papers and later dime novels that “began to flourish in 

the 1840s” in America (2014: 229) – is inseparable from the story of juvenile authorship.                   

The earlier historian Merle Curti reveals literary criticism’s past judgment of the forms:                       

he termed them “‘sub-literary’ fiction” instead, all those inexpensive and mass-produced 

“stories of sensation, mystery, romance, and blood-and-thunder” (1937: 763, 762).                                

A long history of cheap publications that preceded and shaped the dime novels makes all these 

popular forms impossible fully to separate.3 The tradition of cheap fiction in the United States 

extends for a century, from antebellum publication up through dime and half-dime novels to 

the syndicate series and pulp magazines of the early twentieth century.4 Dime novels appeared 

in June 1860, when Beadle & Co. publishers in New York brought out Beadle’s Dime Library, 

a form of this “blood-and-thunder” fiction that was even cheaper and more far-reaching in 

circulation than earlier mass-produced literature.5 Dime novels were small paper-covered 

books, complete in themselves but numbered and dated like magazines “so they could be called 

‘periodicals’ and sent through the mails at low postal rates” (Schurman [1996] 2009: 62).                   

 
2 Yannella writes that, though Mathews carefully listed his birth year as 1817 throughout his life, he was 

probably actually born in 1814, advancing his own birth year to play up his precocity (1986: 74).  
3 At the same time they published dime novels, Beadle also published “story-papers in which many 

novels appeared either before or after being issued as inexpensive books” (Streeby 2014: 229). 
4 Changes in technology in the 1830s – the steam-driven, rotary press, advances in man-made paper – 

opened the once small-scale publication industry to mass production. Distribution became wide-scale – 

first through the post office, then through the newsstand.  
5 For why this firm sometime called itself Beadle & Co., sometime Beadle and Adams, see Murphy 

(1980). 
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By keeping the price low and uniform while adjusting format, the dime novel came to exemplify 

the century’s low-cost “printing and literature revolution” (Wingo 2017: 123). I use the term 

“dime-novel industry” as shorthand for the whole publishing tradition because of the so-called 

fiction factories that arose in the 1860s through to the 1890s that provided employment for 

young writers. Popular dime formulas ranged from early stories of the American frontier to 

later urban factory romance or detective stories, but they shared an overt appeal to reigning 

norms and conventional wisdom. Bold quotes the dime publisher Street and Smith explaining 

that, as a “money-making enterprise,” they “follow the line of least resistance in catering to our 

public” (1983: 44).6 No matter what terms describe this cheap popular publication explosion, 

however, young people were a part of the story. 

At the time, the readership of this mass market was clearly understood to be young. In its 

first notice introducing dime novels, Beadle & Co. addressed “all classes, old and young, male 

and female” (“Publishers” [1860] 1929: v), and their overall sales numbers suggest that “almost 

every literate person in the country was reading them and with enthusiasm” (Reynolds 2011: 

3). Less than a year after the first dime novel appeared, with the opening of the American Civil 

War (April 1861), the publishers watched a new market arise among young men. American-

Studies scholar and archivist Paul Erickson writes that “everyone read them, but … they were 

associated with young readers, especially boys” (1998: 255). It was boys – “millions of boys” 

– who “devoured them from the 1860s on” because of the war (Blackbeard 1988: 222). 

Historian Paul Ringel explains this association as part of a “nascent shift … toward a more 

commercialized approach to young readers within the publishing industry. The most prominent 

source of this change was the wartime success with boy readers of dime novels published by 

the firm of Beadle and Adams” (2012: 85). The firm, recognizing that the portable dime format 

fit “the reading convenience of Civil War soldiers” (Blackbeard 1988: 221) – young men who 

seemed so young many would call this the “Boys’ War”7 – sent books to their camps by the 

cartload. Though “the publishers did not originally target juveniles … a flood of anecdotal 

evidence suggests that these adventure stories … shipped by the tens of thousands to Union 

army camps, trickled down to become wildly popular with Northern boys too young to serve in 

the military” (Ringel 2012: 85).8 Given that success, in a little more than a decade the publishers 

had adjusted their product and approach. “Knowing that many boys found a dime very hard to 

come by, the publishers decided to introduce a nickel publication, to be named Beadle’s Half 

Dime Library, in 1877” (Blackbeard 1988: 222).  

That there were so many young consumers was in fact taken as an explanation for the 

overall “blood-and-thunder” publication revolution – what W. H. Bishop (discussing the 

serialised story papers) called “the greatest literary movement, in bulk, of the age” (1879: 383).9 

 
6 For a summary of the different sub-genres of the forms, see Bold (1991). 
7 Gould in 1869 thought at demobilisation that most soldiers were “below the ages of 24,” but other 

sources put them several years older (Davenport 1921: 35). See this reminiscence of an old Union 

soldier: “the Civil War,” he said, “was a boys’ war. I fervently hope that the boys of today will measure 

up to the deeds of the boys of ‘61” (Our Own Correspondent 1917: 1124). For letters and diaries of boys 

who fought on both sides, see Murphy (1990): 
8 See Fahs (2001: 225-9). 
9 “The story paper itself was an eight-page weekly newspaper … which cost five or six cents, and 

contained anywhere from five to eight serialized stories presented in eight columns of closely printed 
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Robert Bonner’s New York Ledger (published from the 1850s to the1890s), “claimed a 

circulation of four hundred thousand” (Cohen 2014: 9). Beadle and Adams’s dime novels were 

even more popular – they “sold approximately five million novels in the first five years of 

operation alone and reached audiences across the country” (Wingo 2017: 123). Young people 

filled their audiences because young people were a decided demographic presence – at this 

time, more than half the population had not reached beyond their early twenties: “youth and 

newness were the mantras of American rhetoric,” according to Edward Widmer, because                   

(in 1840) “the median age of Americans was 17.8,” and 73% of the population was under 30 

(1999: 3, 4). This fact was not lost on the publishing industry. Mary Noel, in her early study of 

dime novels Villains Galore, quotes the Ledger: “Most of the readers of any paper with a very 

large circulation must, necessarily, be young persons; for the great majority of the population, 

in every country, are the young” (1954: 291).  

More than just reaching a new audience of young readers, however, these modes of cheap 

publication actually made juvenile authorship possible – and on a scale not conceivable before. 

The proliferation of this new media meant that publishers needed copy, opening unprecedented 

opportunities for writers, especially “young authors, just starting out in a career of writing” who 

worked for much less, or were sometimes not even paid (Anderson 2005: 109).10                                    

What was important for these young writers was breaking into this new market with its promise 

of profit and celebrity. The “antebellum values of inspiration, independence, and individuality” 

(Lindey 2011: 76), which had defined the writer as a talented genius producing high art for an 

educated elite, switched to a postbellum identity “measured by monetary success and its 

consort, fame” in which “inspiration and authenticity were not as important as productivity” 

(75). “In that crowded and competitive field,” one recent historian of the story paper,                        

Daniel Cohen, writes, “editors scrambled to procure a sufficient quantity and wide enough 

variety of original American fiction…. ‘Stories, give us stories!,’ the editors frantically 

demanded, and aspiring young authors of both sexes gladly answered their calls” (2012: 367). 

The eagerness surrounding the production of such fiction suggests a different valuation 

from Curti’s deprecation of it, and calls for a readjustment of literary history. Curti’s dismissal 

of “blood-and-thunder” fiction as less than literary shows how literary history has relegated               

the dime novel industry to the  bottom ranks of  a stratification within publication  emerging in 

 

 
type – often with prominent illustrations… – along with correspondence, brief sermons, humour, fashion 

advice, and bits of arcane knowledge” (Merish 2012: 46). “‘True’ story papers … contained fiction 

exclusively and relied on circulation rather than advertising for their earnings,” Merish adds (47). An 

article of the time wrote: “story-papers are put together with a judiciousness and a business-like eye to 

the intellectual taste they are meant to gratify” which it felt included “uneducated men and women of a 

higher social sphere,” as well as their servants (“Disgraceful Hebdomadals” 1866: 252). 
10 Noel quotes the Fireside Companion admonishing a young author asking for pay (1954: 202). William 

Wallace Cook writes that his first story was “not paid for but it was published” (1912: 21). Daniel Cohen 

notes that the Waverley Magazine “refused to pay for contributions but instead relied on the 

unremunerated submissions of aspiring amateurs” (2012: 379) and that, when the hack writer John 

Townsend Trowbridge published as a teen, his editor “smilingly informed me that it was not his custom 

to pay for the contributions of new writers” (1903: 117). 
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the nineteenth century. The most famous account of these diverging markets has been                        

Richard Brodhead’s Cultures of Letters (1993), which identifies expensively-produced fine 

literature, understood as art and defined as serious, as the standard that elite culture tried to 

maintain as a cordon against new cultures of more popular writing. Brodhead, for example, 

points to women writers’ domestic fiction, which was subordinated as second-class and 

middlebrow according to the elite market’s values. The established print world understood the 

mass-produced dime novel (Curti’s sub-literary fiction), however, as purely commercial –                 

not art but merchandise. Not measuring up to – in fact, completely outside literary publication’s 

standards – it “supplied the base for another new kind of author who appears in America in the 

mid nineteenth century,” Brodhead argues, “the author not as artist-professional but as 

something like industrial hand” (1993: 82). 

Yet being outside the status quo meant something different to young writers of the time 

– who told a different story about who was rejecting whom, if they cared about that story at all. 

To many young writers starting out, such modern authorial possibilities did not automatically 

seem like loss or decline. They were at the forefront of a new attitude of authorship, Bold charts, 

in which “many authors came to absorb the values of commercial publishing,                                

willingly subscribing” to them (1991: 292-3). Unlike the prior young Romantic-era British 

writers I considered in my earlier study, The Juvenile Tradition, personified by Byron or Shelley 

who aspired to literary greatness, the young Americans willingly subscribing to the values of 

this later, popular work represent a new rhetoric or poetics of youth – not so much visionary 

and romantic as pragmatic, productive, capable. Northrop Frye’s category of “mode” explains 

how such rhetoric reflects the very opportunity for identity itself within a system of beliefs.                    

For Frye, mode emphasises the structures and conventions – the patterns of signification –                       

that determine what seems possible – imaginable, feasible, significant, workable – for the 

characters, writer, or the sense of the world that the mode reflects.11 Mode identifies 

assumptions about what those who signify “can do or could have done” (Frye [1957] 1971: 33). 

This is actually the ontological question at the heart of juvenile authorship – at least for (what 

increasingly seemed to such writers) an outdated publication system, the world of serious 

fiction. That world regarded the writing of young people as not yet serious – at best premature, 

mere apprentice work.12 The dime industry as a mode, on the other hand, signified to young 

people what youth was and could do, what youth could actually accomplish without waiting.   

 

 

 
11 For Frye, “mode” designates how people make sense of their actual worlds. “Style” has been 

influential through Dick Hebinge’s class-based study of youth subcultures. All classes read this literature 

– “dime novels are perhaps unique among American fiction of the nineteenth-century because they were 

read by such a wide audience” (Adams-Campbell 2018: 25-6). Class offers one social tension among 

many that a recourse to youth can spuriously seem to remedy. Saxton looks at how dime novels forge 

connections across factions by conjuring – and pretending to remedy – their ills. 
12 Denham quotes Robert Foulke and Paul Smith’s Anatomy of Literature to explain Frye’s modes: 

“Partly because these assumptions are first principles and partly because they are so deeply embedded 

in the historical ground on which the work rests, they are like those unspoken beliefs the author can 

count on his audience knowing and to which he need do no more than allude – perhaps the surest 

indication of their cultural importance” (Denham 1978: 21-2).  
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Dime writing provided a postbellum identity for the young writer as both young and “wide 

awake,” a term in play at the time summarising this kind of practicality, that was adopted by 

the dime novel industry as part of its vocabulary.13 Wide-awake meant open to opportunity, 

ready and noticing, technologically savvy, confident, effective, unflappable, the opposite of 

gullible. 14 Daniel Cohen points to this kind of self-assurance in young “blood-and-thunder” 

writers when he counters the assumptions of Cultures of Letters. Cohen argues that Brodhead 

recycles, rather than questions, the establishment’s self-serving preconceptions about literary 

greatness – for instance, when Brodhead asserts that Louisa May Alcott (who wrote                     

“blood-and-thunder” tales as a teenager and kept publishing them after Little Women) failed to 

reach the literary heights.15 To Cohen, savvy young writers like Alcott were “far from waiting 

for the elite imprimatur” of “high cultural production” to define their writing identities.                               

Instead, he asserts that a whole cohort of young authors “who launched writing careers during 

the 1850s” took “quick advantage of the dramatically expanded opportunities for publication” 

in bravura fashion (as Alcott did) within the emerging dime industry (2010: 87). 

Cohen is part of a group of critics whose work registers the growing dissemination of 

recent juvenilia studies, the attention to young writers’ youth as meaningful – writers 

understood by others and themselves as significant because young. Youth called to youth and, 

pace Brodhead’s misconstruction of young writer’s attitudes, his understanding that each 

different mode of publication “addresses and helps call together some particular social 

grouping,” conveying “a very clear social message of who, socially, they understood 

themselves to be ‘for,’” (Brodhead 1993: 5, 6) actually provides a way to consider how the 

dime-novel industry called juvenile writers into identity. They hailed each other as fellow 

workers, proud of their shared youth and their shrewd, business-like proficiency. “I was a 

fiction factory,” asserted Robert Carlton Brown ([1930] 2020: 159, emphasis added).                           

Brown, one-time member of Munsey’s and Tousey’s dime-industry stables, later became an 

experimental modernist writer – but he also began as a successful juvenile writer, who measured 

himself by his stunning productivity and his profit: he brags that he had “at nineteen … sold a 

skit to a newspaper for two dollars” and by twenty “averaged two hundred dollars a month” 

(153, 154).  

 

 
13 The current OED gives as the second meaning of “wide awake”: “figurative. colloquial. Thoroughly 

vigilant or on the alert; fully aware of what is going on, or of what it is best to do; intellectually keen, 

sharp-witted, knowing” – with examples dating from 1785. Webster’s An American Dictionary of the 

English Language (1865) defines it as “On the alert: ready; earnest.” 
14 Frank Tousey’s “Five-Cent Wide-Awake Library” marketed half-dime books to boys between 1878 

and 1896 and produced over a thousand different stories. The Wide-Awakes were also a northern 

Republic youth organisation of local chapters, associated with Lincoln’s 1860 election. Although the 

group was meant to represent up-to-date young Americans, it became disturbingly paramilitary, with 

uniforms, drill commands, and torchlight parades, and was engaged in several riots.  
15 Brodhead sees her abandoning serious literature for what he calls the “deep conservatism” of 

sentimental popular writing for children (1993: 91). Daniel Cohen writes that Brodhead “reifies 

invidious distinctions made at the time by partisans of the new high-brow mode who sought to stratify 

the undifferentiated midcentury literary field so as to denigrate their competitors and seize the cultural 

highground for themselves” (2010: 94). 
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Rather than disparage the dime industry, dime writers counter that supposedly serious 

writers are also constrained by the ideologies of their mode of production; dime writers 

(according to their own very different standards of earnings and results) find that the demands 

of elite publications keep its writers subject to and reliant on others. Frederick Whittaker insists 

“the only men, as a class, in America today, who are able to live by pure literary labor, are the 

writers … of ‘dime novels.’” Canonically enshrined writers such as Hawthorne and Melville 

lacked the independence of Whittaker’s fellow dime novelists, he wrote. Instead, those aspiring 

to greatness were at the mercy of patronage – propped up by the Custom House – living not  

“on literature, but on the public service.” Because dime novels counteract this lack of self-

reliance, dime novels are what can be “depended on for the regeneration of American 

literature.” For Whittaker, the autonomy of dime authors forces the re-evaluation of canonical 

writers. Only Poe, he thinks, would gain a lasting reputation because “his prose stories have all 

the qualities which are required in a good ‘dime’” (Whittaker 1884: 8). In looking back on his 

dime days, Brown shared Whittaker’s literary re-evaluation that favoured fiction-factory hacks 

like Whittaker and himself – the true professionals, he thought – over hot-house literati:                     

“We could write anything at the drop of a hat. We were no pencil-chewing dilettantes,”                   

Brown wrote (1932: 481). 

Claims that the dime novel would regenerate American literature rested on a long heritage 

of assumptions about innovative youth distinguishing the literature of the new world – symbols 

of what made it different (and, its proponents argued, better). America was often promoted as 

up-to-date, innovative, practical, true to the new world’s experience, instituting the future now. 

The most noted of these proclamations might be Emerson’s 1844 lecture on “The Young 

American” to the Mercantile Library Association in Boston (Spiller says that Association’s 

membership made up a “young audience” [1971: 37] to this speech). “America is the country 

of the Future,” Emerson writes, “of beginnings, of projects, of vast designs, and expectations” 

(1844: 492). Robert Gross calls America at the beginning of the nineteenth century “a nation 

remade by print” because its youth at the time had become a “reading generation” (2010: 43) 

which was so up-to-date with the latest advances that “the progressive, wide-awake American 

did everything ‘by the book’” (44), in the sense of “book” as a kind of instruction manual, a 

guide to practical know-how. These wide-awake young Americans are the “natural workmen” 

who will build the nation, Emerson writes – those with “a native skill … a genius for the 

disposition of affairs … never happier than when difficult practical questions which embarrass 

other men, are to be solved: all lies in light before them: they are in their element”                       

(Emerson 1844: 500). 

But young Americans needed new books to reflect their wide-awake character. “Our 

books are European,” Emerson begins his essay. “A gulf yawns for the young American 

between his education and his work” (484), but “we shall yet have an American genius” (491). 

The assumptions that America is young, that youth symbolises America, and that American 

genius will write the guidebook to the future are the very tenets that characterise the antebellum 

“Young America”  movement  too,  which had formed  around the time of  Emerson’s essay in  
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part to theorise what the shift into popular markets meant for American writing identity.16               

This movement, in its literary aspect, as it organised itself around Duyckinck’s circle, directly 

encouraged “young (and Young) American writers” (as John Stafford suggests) to establish a 

distinctively American literature by seizing those markets (1952: 23). Ironically, Young 

America’s interest in mass-production was meant to preserve distinctly high-literary markets – 

it thought popularising fine literature by making those books affordable for everyone would 

drive out supposedly inferior sensational books.17 Later popular dime-novels were the very kind 

of books Young America worked to counteract. Nevertheless, the juvenile presence within the 

dime industry appropriates and makes over the emphasis on youth and popular writing found 

in those Young American predecessors. 

This heritage would raise later questions about whose America could be reflected and 

what could be done in it and by whom. Lara Cohen critiques privileged youth per se when it 

mobilises an embattled rhetoric in service of its privilege, appropriating the language of the 

fight against class or race inequity to link “rebellion to age (while delinking it from a broader 

sense of history)” (2018: n.p.). In its bid for a national literature, Young America’s vision of 

America was ultimately exclusive, and Alexander Saxon has famously argued that the dime 

novel adopted those restrictions when asserting a specious “white egalitarianism” in order to 

forge faux connections across the factions of the masses who read it (1990: 17). Young America 

and the dime novel would have a troubling afterlife long after both had been left behind in time. 

For these young writers, the afterlife of that literary history remained at one and the same time 

constraining and productive – “‘fraught not only with ambiguity, but with danger,’”                            

yet providing “an atomistic aesthetics, which offered more autonomy than other forms”                    

(Bold 2016b: 111, 112).18  

Young America 

The germ of the revamped juvenile tradition and the germ of literary Young America started at 

one and the same time when Duyckinck founded the Tetractys Club, bringing together his 

teenage friends who became some of Young America’s most visible proponents:                      

Cornelius Mathews and William Alfred Jones. In 1836, the year of the club’s founding, 

Duyckinck brought out one very slim issue of a journal called The Literary, the club’s                   

attempt to “articulate the nascent voice of young literary America” (Exman 1965: 83).                                             

Its concluding essay simultaneously declared “juvenile independence” and “the independent 

 
16 The term had had an extended life in politics, designating what Curti calls “a discontented group of 

young men within the Democratic party” who adopted “‘Young America’ as a slogan and a rallying 

cry” (1926: 35). Widmer distinguishes between the literary and political movements: “literary Young 

America … was almost to a man against the expansion of slavery and had misgivings about the              

Mexican War. For their part, political Young America … had little interest in obscure matters of 

copyright and book publishing” (1999: 61).  
17 Young America argued that international copyright protection, in paying authors, might raise the 

prices of books, but “books ‘made to sell,” and sold because cheap, are dearly bought at any price ...       

any addition to their price would prompt inquiry as to their value, and consequently, nine-tenths would 

either remain unprinted, or unsold upon the shelves of the bookseller. Works of real and enduring merit 

would take their place” (Sackett 1841: 113). 
18 Bold quotes “fraught not only with ambiguity, but with danger” from Philip Deloria’s Playing Indian. 
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character  of  our  own  American  literature”  ([Duyckinck]  1836b:  44,  47).  For  this  group  

of young writers, the two were inseparable: “The early authors of a nation have drawn the 

closest from the original sources of thought,” Duyckinck wrote, “… the perfection of literature 

is not progressive.  Great writers have generally appeared the earliest.” (1836a: 27).19  The 

success of the national literature they hoped would arise in a not yet fully formed America 

depended on the care and survival of its young genius: “The history of American genius” so 

far, they argued, “might almost be written in a series of obituaries of youth. Were those who 

within the brief present century have died untimely now alive, there would be no complaint of 

the poverty of American writers” (“Poetical Remains” 1841: 304). By 1840, when Mathews 

and Duyckinck published their later journal Arcturus, in which this claim appeared,                    

Mathews had “induced the Tetracties to call themselves” Young America, and subsequently 

designated himself “‘the originator of the “Young America” Party in the United States’”                    

(Miller 1956: 86, 85). 20 

Duyckinck’s Tetracties had met to talk about American literature, but also to produce it. 

Mathews started publishing his own work the year the club was founded. He was roundly 

mocked because he “collected his juvenilia” by age twenty-one (81), as if it were already worthy 

of retrospective notice, just as those pillars of the prior juvenile tradition in England,                         

Leigh Hunt and Thomas Moore, had been lampooned for the youthful presumption of their 

early publication (in the teeth of such attitudes, sixteen-year-old Hunt had even expressly titled 

his 1801 work Juvenilia). “No error is so common, as the attempt to depress cleverness by 

sneers at the youthful age of the aspirant,” wrote W. A. Jones, a Tetractys charter member 

(1844a: 634). For Young America was not the first in the century to gather under the banner of 

youth. The American tradition was well aware of its British predecessors – in 1826, the                       

New York Literary Gazette circulated (unattributed) the spoof “The Young Author,” by                   

Maria Jane Jewsbury (who had published her first poem at age eighteen); though it had appeared 

the year before in a gift book in London, the New York paper clearly found relevant to its 

American readership her mockery that this “young genius” quotes “whole lines of Moore and 

half lines of Byron” (“Literary” 1826: 147).21 Duyckinck’s own father had published an                  

1820 American edition of Southey’s 1807 Remains of Henry Kirke White (White died in 1806, 

age twenty-one). with Southey’s account of White’s life, proclaiming a juvenile heritage 

 
19 For attribution of this essay, see Butler (1879: 5). 
20 For an exhaustive list of all early appearances of “Young” applied to youth movements at the time, 

see Widmer (1999: 58-9). Critics usually either locate the term’s widespread dissemination in Emerson’s 

1844 Boston lecture or they ascribe it to the 1845 address given by Southern – later Confederate – writer 

Edwin DeLeon delivered to the undergraduate literary societies at South Carolina College. For Emerson, 

see Kerrigan (1997: 1-2); for DeLeon, see Curti (1926: 34). Spiller suggests the name predates either 

speech – though “in the early 1840s, [it] was as yet little more than a slogan for those committed to the 

ideals of capitalistic progress and romantic individualism” (1971: 40). The stark contrast of Emerson 

and DeLeon, from opposed regions with such divergent ideas of America, either of whom could 

nevertheless reasonably seem to name this movement, suggests it captured a contemporary sense of 

“diverse youthful audacity” (Danbom 1974: 304) more than any agreement about “the ultimate destiny 

of America” (297) – it was bound by a “tie of youth” (303). It identified “a new spirit of the age as well 

as a new generation … just reaching manhood” (Kerrigan 1997: 29) – an allegory being drawn 

everywhere. Melville in White Jacket (1850) both flaunted and gently satirised such sophomoric                   

self-absorption: “In our youth is our strength; in our inexperience our wisdom” (1850: 239). 
21 For its original publication, see [Jewsbury] (1825).  
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through White’s writing: “To the young poets who come after him, Henry will be what 

Chatterton was to him” ([1807] 1820: 51). In “Poetry for the People,” Jones saluted poets who 

had burst on the scene as outspoken juveniles: Burns and Schiller, but also Wordsworth, 

Coleridge, Southey, Byron, Hunt, and Moore – the standard catalogue of juvenile Romantics. 

Even Ebenezer Elliot, the Corn Law poet, Jones’s living example, began writing at age 

seventeen, and became another of Southey’s protégés.22 

Edward Widmer writes that two central founding principles for literary Young America 

were “that a raw teenager can say something as interesting as an older person; and that a 

successful work ought to speak clearly to the mass of the American people, not just to 

intellectuals” (1999: 12). In the earlier Romantic juvenile tradition, youth alone – and not as 

spokesperson for a popular or national expression – had seemed rallying cry enough for 

literature. Keats in “Sleep and Poetry” had used poetry itself to rebut those who say that he had 

“presumptuously” written too soon, that “whining boyhood should with reverence bow”:                    

“If I do hide myself, it sure shall be/ In the very fane, the light of Poesy” [1816] 1900: 58,                    

ll. 271-2, 275-6).23 By 1840, the meaning of juvenility had expanded to include political                                  

youth movements sweeping Europe: Young Germany, Young France, Young England.24               

Youth mid-century in the United States also seemed to symbolise a groundswell of popular 

national sentiment – seemed to voice Young America – and the prior juvenile tradition was 

remade to reflect it: Shelley became an American favourite because they thought he exemplified 

this character. His American editor, G.G. Foster (for an essay in the Democratic Review,                         

a journal associated with Young America), writes of The Revolt of Islam, “after illustrating in 

passages of great beauty, the growth of a young mind in its aspirations after liberty … the poet 

proceeds at once to its great topic – the awakening of a whole nation from degradation to 

dignity; the dethronement of its tyrants” ([Foster] 1843: 608).  

When Duyckinck’s Young America asserted “the need for America’s creating an 

independent, a completely native and unique, literature” (Miller 1956: 85) because “nothing but 

a literature of its own, truly its own, can consolidate a nation” (98), they understood their 

nationalism through the common sentiment sweeping the globe, but they also understood 

America’s as exceptional.25 In his review of William Cullen Bryant’s Selections from the 

American Poets, Duyckinck asserts that “the effect of a great Poet arising amongst us would be 

the cultivation of literature to a greater extent than has been seen in any nation”                     

([Duyckinck] 1840: 25). Bryant (famous at thirteen) was himself the established example of 

 
22 Southey, once a young Romantic himself, became impresario of the English juvenile tradition 

(publishing Chatterton – dead at seventeen – and Kirke White – dead at twenty-one). Though Elliot was 

in his late twenties when he applied to Southey, Southey treated him as one of his young supplicants: 

“You are probably a young man Sir,” Southey replied, and tells him his poetry “has all the faults                 

which I should wish to see in the writings of a young poet” (1809: paras 3 & 4). For their relation,                    

see Seary (1939). 
23 Leigh Hunt saw “Sleep and Poetry” as a kind of youthful manifesto, taking it as “a striking specimen 

of the restlessness of the young poetical appetite” (Keats [1816] 1900: 51n). 
24 DeLeon expressly cited these movements (14).  
25 Emerson had gestured to America’s vast distances, its majesty of nature, its heterogeneous population 

as the source for a distinctive literature (1844: 491-2).  
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juvenile genius in America, though Bryant by then had grown old. 26 Duyckinck ends his essay 

by hailing youth’s future prospect instead of this past: “May we not sing the prelude to the 

coming of the Poet in the words of Keats –  

“Child, I see thee – child I’ve found thee, 

Child I know thee, child no more,  

But a Poet evermore!”  

(28-9) 

Duyckinck quotes here “A Prophecy: To George Keats in America,” a poem reprinted in 

American magazines, that Keats had included in an 1818 letter to his brother and sister-in-law 

who had emigrated to the United States: “If I had a prayer to make for any great good … it 

should be that one of your Children should be the first American Poet” ([1818a] 2012: 398).27 

Duyckinck ends with Keats, the important spokesman for a prior juvenile tradition, to drive 

home America’s usurpation of that heritage. “A Prophecy” symbolises for Young America the 

acknowledgement of their right to that claim – it expressly transfers that juvenile inheritance to 

them across the Atlantic. 

Young America meant for its members to be the heirs to that future – such, at any rate, 

was the wry appraisal of no less a judge than Abraham Lincoln, who wrote of the                            

Young American’s self-assurance: “Is he not the inventor and owner of the present, and sole 

hope of the future!” ([1859] 1920: 522). This incarnate future, this American-appropriated 

juvenile tradition, was not just up-to-date but always advancing, because so was their new 

nation: “with us, progress is the natural result of our institutions and prescriptions” (Sackett 

1841: 109). “The age has altered from the past,” Duyckinck wrote, “and the condition of 

literature has altered with it – for the better” ([Duyckinck] 1836b: 48).28 American institutions 

had advanced, American literature was better, because of new modes of dissemination, and the 

new mass audiences they reached: “the predominant fact in the history of the nineteenth century 

thus far … is unquestionably the importance and elevation of the mass” (Jones 1843: 266).                

 
26 McDowell writes: “in boyhood … Cullen Bryant was accustomed to address the Deity with 

supplications that he might ‘receive the gift of poetic genius, and write verses that might endure.’ Exactly 

when he first attempted to answer his own prayers is not clear. In 1827, Bryant stated that he had been 

‘an apprentice in the trade of verse from nine years old’; in 1875, he set the date back into his ninth year; 

and in 1877, he moved it into his eighth year. It is probable, however, that the middle date, 1803, marked 

the appearance of his first metrical attempt” (1929: 96). 
27 John Howard Payne, himself once a wunderkind, had first printed the poem (with an extract of Keats’s 

letter) in 1838, in the “Unpublished Poetry by John Keats” in the London periodical, The Ladies Pocket 

Magazine. Duyckinck knew Payne, and Payne was aware of his interest in youthful genius; in 1849, he 

wrote to Duycknick, “you are kind-hearted & gallant & always disposed to help young genius in its 

struggles for worldly independence” (Payne 1849: 1). In his memorial to Duycinck, Butler, the youngest 

of the original Tectractys Club, stresses that he would always be associated with youth – “always 

generous and kindly to young aspirants for literary distinction” – and remembered for his support of 

them (1879: 8). Moreover, Arcturus was the first, after Leigh Hunt’s Indicator, to reprint “La Belle 

Dame sans Merci” in an article on “The Sonnets of Keats” (see Mabbott), which writes that recognising 

Keats’s talents advances the entire juvenile tradition: “So will the Muses love us and inspire new young 

poets to shower down upon our pages new conceits, new lovely cares of life, such as youth and 

imagination only know” (“Sonnets of Keats” 1841: 25). 
28 For the attribution of this article to Duyckinck, see Greenspan (1992: 679). 
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As Whittaker would later reassert (when preferring self-reliant and effective dime writers to 

helpless and dependent elite ones), Young America had also scorned patronage, contending that 

popular response would now determine who should publish instead: “genius sinks or rises by 

the opinion of the world” ([Duyckinck] 1836b: 48). The young men’s Tetractys Club formed 

so that their youth could seize the popular, “check the runaway taste of the public, and, at the 

same time, flog it into a becoming pace,” as they announced in their founding statement in                 

The Literary (“The Club” 1836: 13). 

Youth would connect with the people, they thought, because, unlike their hidebound 

elders, they did not ignore the popular forms that reached general readers. Robert Gross writes: 

“Thanks to the post office, the railroad, and the telegraph, the newspaper could chart diverse 

paths – local, regional, national, or perhaps all at the same time – in the building of a literary 

marketplace” (2009: 505). The newspapers and the periodical press provided the market open 

to youth, and Young America approved the old advice to writers: “to sow leaves in their youth 

and reap books in their age” ([Duyckinck] 1841a: 73).29 “We need no other test of the growing 

intelligence of the people than the character of newspaper literature,” Jones wrote,                              

“the excellence of which must continue to advance in proportion to the demand for it.”                    

(1843: 267). The mode of the dailies and weeklies was as swift and immediate as their times 

required: “as books have dwindled knowledge has increased, and a newspaper written, printed, 

and destroyed, almost within the hour, has become the last best effort of intellectual refinement” 

([Duyckinck] 1841a: 72-3). 

Yet Duyckinck’s group did not actually imagine different standards or forms of writing 

for “newspaper literature” but planned instead to harness its inexpensive and wide 

dissemination to circulate traditional – so-called “serious” – literature. He went on to edit 

several cheap libraries of classic texts (though he never realised the profit he expected from 

them).30 Privately Duyckinck committed to his journal, “The highly educated are not as yet 

numerous enough to control the manners or ignorance of the rest” (quoted in Miller 1956: 76). 

In the “Young America in Literature” chapter of Pierre (1852), sometime-Young American 

Herman Melville, who broke with Young America because of his “anxieties about the ways in 

which the market transformed the profession of authorship” (Kerrigan 1997: 231), satirises such 

hopes for mass media by suggesting that it actually floats undeserving youth to fame. Melville’s 

eighteen-year-old hero has “frequently done that, which many other boys have done – 

published,” Melville writes, but only “occasional contributions to magazines and other polite 

 
29 This was Southey’s advice to young poets. He wrote in his preface to Kirke White’s poetry: 

“Magazines are of great service to those who are learning to write; they are fishing-boats, which the 

Buccaneers of Literature do not condescend to sink, burn, and destroy: young poets may safely try their 

strength in them” ([1807] 1820: 14). He advised Ebenzer Elliott: “Try the newspapers … If [your poems] 

please nobody, and nobody notices them for praise, nobody will for censure, and you will escape all 

criticism. If, on the contrary, they attract attention, the editor will be glad to pay you more, – and they 

still remain your property, to be collected and reprinted in whatever manner you may think best 

hereafter” (1808: para 2). 
30 Duyckinck wrote in his advertising circular for the “Library of Choice Reading”: “The so-called cheap 

literature, while it has failed to supply good and sound reading … has, in some degree, prepared the way 

for the new demand” that “books in the United States must hereafter be cheap,” (quoted in “Book Trade” 

1845: 589) – because (as Widmer ventriloquises him) “commonsense, new technology, and democracy 

dictated it” (1999: 105). 
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periodicals” (1852: 334). Shot to celebrity nonetheless, even “Pierre as Juvenile Author” (part 

of the title of another chapter) is bemused, trying to understand his meaning through recourse 

to the whole accepted canon of the juvenile tradition’s antecedents – Anacreon, Ovid, Catullus, 

Thomas Moore.31 In a famous essay on the poet Lucretia Davidson (1808-1825), dead at 

sixteen, Southey had added this American to the pantheon of juvenile poets Melville cites. 

Though Edgar Allan Poe, another sometime-Young American, would scoff at Davidson as a 

flash-in-the-pan, Poe was himself active in this tradition: he had a book of poems ready for 

publication at age eleven (Collins 2016: 10) and published Tamerlane and Other Poems in 1827 

when he was eighteen. His poem “Dreams” – which begins “Oh! that my young life were a 

lasting dream!” – is an American manifesto for the imaginative power of juvenile authorship to 

match Keats’s “Sleep and Poetry” (Poe: [1827] 1941: 26).32 “Singular productions,” 

Duyckinck’s Cyclopedia calls Poe’s juvenilia (1856: 537), and Duyckinck writes in his diary 

after Poe’s death: “Poe came into the world, for America a little too soon”; he concludes about 

Poe’s short and scrabbling life, “Now when there is better pay there is more mutual cheer” 

(quoted in Widmer 1999:124). Young America associated juvenile writing with new and 

immediate modes of publication in hopes those media would pay authors their due. Widmer 

writes that Duyckinck’s “dream of an original literature, cheaply disseminated with fair 

dividends paid to the author, was utterly dependent on the new mechanical improvements at his 

disposal … an entrepreneurial understanding of the new system” (106). This dream of profitable 

popular publication banked on the fantasy that the style and values of elite literature for an 

educated few would simply translate wholesale to a mass of readers with very different 

experiences: “the original members of the Tetractys circle,” Kerrigan writes, remained 

“primarily interested in the production of literature that would uplift and ennoble the masses, 

and while they generally accepted the proliferation of cheap media as crucial for the 

dissemination of this uplifting literature, they disdained vulgar forms of expression” (1997: 

277). Because a critic like Duyckinck ultimately only wanted to use the new modes of 

publication to keep American literature elite, he was never more than a “proponent of an 

indigenous American high culture,” as Brodhead calls him (1990: 53). 

 

 

 
31 To show how destructive premature fame can be, Melville imagines Pierre’s stardom via the 1804 

craziness in London greeting the eight-year-old actor Master William Betty, connecting stampedes and 

fainting to the recent deadly New York’s 1849 Astor Place riots. In “The Fiddler” (published 

anonymously in Harper’s), Melville’s hero meets a present-day, grown-up Master Betty, now forgotten 

by the public. Michael Collins see this story as Melville’s attempt to “negotiat[e] the terrain between the 

riotous world of the popular press and the sanctified realm of high art” (2013: 759). Collins reads                      

the story as Melville’s worry that “the increasing need for copy to satisfy the demands of a growing and 

diverse body of readers often meant that … the work of a certified literary and intellectual elite was 

presented alongside unsolicited contributions from anonymous writers” (760). Yannella argues it 

directly caricatures Young America, registering Melville’s “utter repudiation” of what “the Duyckinck’s 

[sic] whole crowd seems to have been drawn toward” (Yannella 1986: 70; also see Kerrigan 1997: 232). 
32 Poe would remind the public of his early work by including “Poems Written in Childhood” in the 

1845 Raven and Other Poems. He also, like Mathews (n. 2) repeatedly pushed his 1809 birthdate 

forward (to 1811, then 1813) to seem more precocious than he really was (Fisher 2010: xxv, 107, 193). 
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Figuring out the terms by which it wanted to define “indigenous” culture, however, 

remained troubling for Young America, and remains its most troubling aspect today.                               

In considering the popularity of the mass market as a means to nationalist ends, a writer like 

Mathews saw it as populist, rooted in nativism – Mathews became an active Know-Nothing, 

translating his ideas of American expression into jingoism and xenophobia. The conservative 

South Carolinian writer Edward William Johnson dismissed Young America’s call for a 

national literature by suggesting that any differences from England debased and vulgarised the 

United States – only the minstrel show and the theatre of Jim Crow, he thought, could be 

regarded as strictly American (Secritario 1845: 576-7). His dismissal of these forms was not 

meant to criticise American injustice – his objections were pointedly racist instead, aimed at 

what he saw as the lack of refinement in those forms, and completely unperturbed by their 

dehumanisation of others. 33 Nevertheless, his response points unwittingly to the structural 

bigotry underlying American popular print; it indirectly identifies genocide and enslavement as 

quintessential to the American experience but apotropaically indicts the ones who suffer under 

them. Even the more liberal-minded Duyckinck echoed such backwards logic and projection 

when, “frustrated that every attempt at American originality was dismissed … as imitative, 

sarcastically suggested American authors try penning future efforts ‘in the Choctaw dialect’” 

(Kerrigan 1997: 270). Rather than seriously consider Choctaw culture, Duyckinck in his 

sarcasm reflected the blind privilege and insularity that couldn’t imagine the possibility or 

benefit of doing so.34 

"Youth’s” supposed homogeneity contributed to such tactics. The editor of The American 

Review (presumably George H. Colton) recognised that Edgar William Johnson’s essay was 

controversial – but the controversy had nothing to do with Johnson’s bigotry. Instead, “Ed. Am. 

Rev.” prefaced Johnson’s essay with a note, to reserve an American tradition for the future: 

“We need have no doubts of our destiny in this respect; but we are young and can afford to wait 

a little….” (Secretario 1845: 575). Youth could be a convenient and resonant symbol of the 

future – but was also meant to distract from the problems of the present or the past. Beadle and 

Adams adopted such whitewashing of social tensions already found in Young America –                      

an assumed sense of American exceptionalism that persisted as cover-story, hiding the brute 

inequities on which American freedoms (for some) were founded.  

A few critics, such as Curti, have seen the dime industry as the logical extension of literary 

Young America. He wrote early pioneering essays on both, and discussed how dime novels 

reflected “essential characteristics in the American tradition” and “promoted American 

nationalism” (1937: 761, 770). Lori Merish directly claims that “early story papers,” and the 

dime novels that followed, “were imbued with the same spirit of cultural nationalism as 

Emerson’s ‘American Scholar’ and ‘Young America’” (2012: 48). In considering                                   

post-World War II America, Emily Murphy’s 2020 Growing up with America argues that youth 

 
33 For what these forms would have looked like (in England) in the 1830s, see Scriven, who summarises 

them as “a malign representation of black manners, bodies and culture that left a poisonous legacy” 

(2014: 109). 
34 Gross suggests that “book history” offers a corrective to the attitudes expressed by Johnson and 

Duyckinck, since it shows that “writers and readers – including Native Americans, African Americans, 

and others excluded from the “‘national’ project” actually already “carried on the conversations among 

themselves and with the wider world that can appropriately be called ‘American literature,’” once 

scholars recover those in all their difference, nuance, and complexity (2009: 501). 
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is intrinsic to American national identity – but this connection was already part of a rhetoric 

that Young America especially intensified. Circulating this myth was one way by which                

Young America retained a shaping influence in American identity: “as a slogan, [it] meant 

something long after the movement, as such, was dead – its influence was registered in the 

national self-consciousness” (Curti 1926: 54). Adopting youth and nationality as its brand in its 

very name, Young America’s influence persisted because of the powerful combination                           

of those two factors in what people thought American literature meant and should mean.                

Young writers and the juvenile tradition found new form in the nineteenth-century dime 

industry as part of this ongoing debate. 
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